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Details of Visit:

Author: Weewilly Wickedtongue
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 16/9/04 9.10 p.m
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Nadia
Phone: 07746879617

The Premises:

A small rear extension behind a row of shops. It is fairly cramped and used by Nadia just for work.
The important things are there, which is a clean, large comfortably firm bed, and a good shower
with shower gel and clean towels available. Because of the need for privacy curtains are kept drawn
which makes it a bit gloomy, but its position at the rear of the premises makes it very discreet. It is
best approached from the St. Annes end of Feeder Road, turning off Wick Road to get into the road
where Nadia works. She gives detailed instructions when making a booking. She normally works
from late morning until about 10 p.m depending on bookings, but is very flexible.

The Lady:

If you like tall slender foxy ladies, then Nadia is for you. She is 5'8" tall, with brown eyes, long brown
hair, has recently celebrated her 27th birthday. Underwear size is 34B, 8/10. Her Sicilian forebears
and Welsh upbringing help account for her very passionate nature. She was wearing a very sexy
maroon underwear ensemble on this occasion.

The Story:

Having, for some years now found Punternet Field reports an excellent guide in pointing me
towards some incredibly fulfilling punts, and having found Nadia by this means, I was horrified to
read the recent report submitted by Bristol Punter88. At first I thought that there must be another
Nadia, but on checking found that it was indeed referring to this Nadia. It was, to say the least,
incredibly misleading, and included some inferences that were entirely mistaken. Because of this I
made a copy, and offered to bring it over to her to see what she thought about it. Inevitably, she
was not impressed. It had not been my intention to stop, but once there I could not resist the
temptation to stop a while, and for the seventh time in the last six months have sex with this very
passionate young woman. Fotunately I had enough cash on me. The ensuing hour confirmed the
wisdom of my decision. Nadia is one of those working girls who commits herself totally to
passionate sex and a shared experience, and is very intense with her lovemaking. My change of
plan meant that I needed a shower before we set about the main agenda. Clothing was rapidly
discarded, and as has become normal for the two of us, we were soon naked and intertwined,
writhing about on the bed kissing passionately. After quite a long bout, I diverted my attention to her
long, suckable and sensitive nipples. Inevitably in my case, my head found its way between her
thighs to get to work on her neatly shaven, and sweet tasting pussy. Nadia is always very
responsive, getting very moist and very aroused. After about 8 to 10 minutes of attention from my
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mouth tongue and two fingers she climaxed very strongly. On my previous visit we had enjoyed the
experience so much, that I persisted beyond her orgasm, resisting her efforts to close her thighs
beyond her moments of post orgasmic hyper sensitivity. The net result was that I induced a second
incredibly strong second climax. Her vaginal contractions were so strong that it would not have
been possible to withdraw my tightly clamped fingers had it not been so slippery in there. It goes
without saying that we chose to repeat the experience, and with matching success. A nice session
of OWO followed, then more passsionate kisses and crotch grinding, before she slipped on a
condom and primed me to pentrate her. She slid me inside her, with her in the missionary position.
Because Nadia is only a couple of inches shorter than me, it is very easy for us to intensify our
lovemaking with both our mouths and genital organs fully engaged. Over five minutes of absolute
bliss reached its finale with an wonderfully sensational slow crossing of my theshold followed by an
equally long and pleasurable ejaculation. It must have been a good three minutes after reaching my
point of no return before I very reluctantly disengaged. She really fucks like she means it!
Apart from the attrbutes thet Nadia has demonstrated on every visit that I have made to her, she is
an articulate, sincere and intelligent young woman. She takes great pride in providing a service that
makes you want to come back for more. If you are a punter who enjoys a GFE and believes that a
pleasure shared is a pleasure doubled, than you should consider paying Nadia a visit.
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